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Résumé — Étude multi-échelle d’un lit fluidisé dense réactif de type régénérateur FCC — Ce travail
porte sur les écoulements réactifs gaz-particules tels que ceux que l’on rencontre dans la
combustion du coke pour la régénération des particules de catalyseurs de FCC. Les études
réalisées pour de tels écoulements montrent qu’en général le taux de réaction global au cours
du temps est mal prédit. La raison peut être liée à la cinétique chimique utilisée qui est en
général basée sur des expériences macroscopiques. Le lien entre des relevés macroscopiques et
une cinétique chimique de réaction hétérogène locale qui a lieu à l’interface même entre la
surface de la particule et le gaz environnant n’est pas immédiat. Nous avons utilisé des
résultats cinétiques issus d’expériences afin d’identifier les problèmes qui apparaissent lorsque
l’on utilise cette même cinétique pour des échelles différentes. Une analyse multi-échelle est
donc effectuée. Nous montrons alors que la fraction volumique de particules a une influence
sur le taux de réaction. Par ailleurs, nous montrons la nécessité de développer un modèle de
sous-maille pour le taux de réaction lié à la présence de clustering dans les écoulements gazparticules. Dans les calculs effectués couramment, le taux de réaction est calculé en
considérant une répartition homogène des particules à l’intérieur de la maille de calcul. En
effet l’analyse microscopique montre que lorsque les particules sont regroupées en nuages
denses, la fraction massique de dioxygène à l’intérieur de ce nuage est rapidement nulle et donc
le dioxygène est en défaut. La réaction hétérogène est donc limitée.
Abstract — Multiscale Study of Reactive Dense Fluidized Bed for FCC Regenerator — This study
deals with reactive gas particle flows like the coke combustion during the regeneration of FCC
particles. In this kind of reactive flow, the global reaction rate is usually bad predicted. In a first
approximation, the chemical scheme can be the reason because of the limitation of its modeling.
It is usually based on macroscopic experimental results. The link between these macroscopic measurements and a local kinetics of the heterogeneous reaction occuring at the gas-particle interface
is not confirmed. Results of kinetics coming from experimental measurements are used and we try
to highlight the problems that appear when the same kinetics are used at different scales. In common
industrial computations, coarse meshes are used to solve continuity equations. Averaged or filtered
Navier-Stokes and species continuity equations have to be solved in which additional correlation
terms appear because of non-linear terms in the original equations, including reaction rate correlation. Therefore a multiscale analysis is performed in order to improve the modeling of this terms.
This paper, shows that the eulerian formulation of kinetics has to be improved due to the impact
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of the particle volume fraction on the reaction rate and the necessity to develop a subgrid model for
the reaction rate due to the natural clustering that appears in gas-particle flows and non-linear additional terms appearing in filtered equations.

INTRODUCTION
The oil cracking is an industrial process for the conversion of heavy molecules of hydrocarbons into lighter
molecules for the use of fuel in the transport industry.
Basically the oil cracking is performed in a riser with
selective catalytic particles (FCC) and high temperature
(400-500°C). During the reaction a thin layer of coke
appears at the surface of the FCC particles. This thin
coke layer inhibits the particle catalytic properties. In
order to recover this property, particles are inserted into
a regenerator where the presence of oxygen leads to
removal of the deposited coke by a gas-solid combustion. The good mixing properties of a fluidized bed led
engineers to use such a process for the regeneration of
FCC particles.
The numerical simulation of the hydrodynamics of
FCC regenerator is challenging because FCC particles
are A-type in the Geldart’s classification [1]. Agrawal
[2] has shown that the main problem lies in the bad prediction of the small solid structures, smaller than the
mesh size. These heterogeneities induced by the presence
of clusters are not accurately solved when a too coarse
grid is used in multi-fluid computations. When these
small structures are neglected, it has been observed that
the height of the bed is overestimated. Recent studies
[3, 4] proposed subgrid models as a correction of the
drag force term when a coarse grid is used. A priori
and a posteriori tests have shown that such models allow
to predict the correct bed height.
Just as the drag force needs a subgrid model, the macroscopic gas production rate due to the heterogeneous
reaction has to be modified as well. The local reaction
rate, depending on both oxidant partial pressure and
coke mass, is usually applied to estimate the total reaction rate in a mesh cell but it is based on the mean value
of each component. These mean values are not representative of the real values at the position of the particle and
can lead to errors in the prediction of the reaction rate.
In most FCC regenerators, air is injected through a
bed of catalytic particles at a very low velocity so that
the particulate flow is a dense fluized bed [5]. The gas
phase finds a preferential way through the bed and usually at the center of the reactor where the walls do not
have a significative impact. The consequence is that cavities of gas containing few particles appear in the bulk of
the bed. The solid volume fraction around the bubbles
ranges between 40 and 60% and is usually called the

emulsion phase. Small bubbles appear in the lower part
of the fluidized bed and they grew up by coalescence during ascension through the bed. Eventually, gas bubbles
vanish above the bed when reaching the gas phase. It is
also point out that the hydrodynamic properties of both
dense and circulating fluidized beds are alike. The larger
values of solid concentration are located near the walls
of the reactor. Most of the gas injected through the fluidization grid goes up in the centre of the reactor. This
effect leads to upward mean vertical velocities in the centre of the reactor for each phase and to negative velocities near the wall.
Specific studies have been performed previously by
Bi et al. (2000) [6], Gobin et al. (2003) [7] or Fede et al.
(2009) [8] about the hydrodynamics of gas-solid fluidized
beds. Up to now very few works can be found about the
kinetic scheme of the reaction in the gas phase or
between two different phases in multi-fluid simulations.
Eaton et al. (1999) [9] detailed the numerical approach
for the study of reactive multiphase flows, especially
for coal pyrolysis. Konan et al. [10] performed numerical
simulations of a reactive fluidized bed with a N-phase
CFD code in the framework of uranium fluorination.
In 2008, Cao et al. [11] performed 2D numerical simulation of a FCC regenerator taking into account mass
transfers between particle and gas due to the heterogeneous reaction and thermal transfers. The validity of
numerical results is also an issue in reactive fluidized
bed studies. The only data base available on the species
mass fractions are usually collected at the outlet of the
reactors. Local measurements inside the reactor are difficult and expensive and are often not really representative of the global flow.
The present paper reports the multiscale approach of
a reactive fluidized bed for the simulation of FCC regenerators. Two upscaling effects will be analysed: from the
particle to a cloud of particles, from a cloud of particles
to the filtering size of resolution of continuity equations
when using a multifluid approach.
Practically, the first upscaling is performed resolving
Navier-Stokes equations of an air flow through a fixed
array of particles. This allows to estimate the influence
of some parameters on the gas mixture properties such
as the reaction rate and the gas velocity field in the real
conditions of FCC regeneration. The main objective is
to develop volume source terms for the heterogeneous
reaction based on a parametric study (impact of particle
volume fraction and temperature, gas mixture). Only the
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impact of the particle volume fraction is highlighted
here. The second upscaling is based on the computation
of a low scale reactor which allows comparisons with
experimental measurements. A 0D modeling permits to
highlight the main issues. Multi-fluid numerical simulations are then performed in order to show the impact
of the mesh on the reaction rate. Numerical results are
also compared to experimental measurements.

TABLE 1
Table of the characteristic size of the network with respect to the particle volume fraction
ap ð%Þ

L (106 m)

V tot (1012 m3 )

V gas (1012 m3 )

1

330

35.92

35.56

5

193

7.18

6.82

30

106

1.20

0.84

50

90

0.71

0.36

1 DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMUMATION OF A REACTIVE
GAS FLOW AROUND FIXED PARTICLES ARRAY

1.1 Geometry and Meshing
Particles are arranged in a cubic centered array at each
corner and at the centre of a cube.
Four different volume fractions (corresponding to
four different volume fractions encountered in the dense
bed) are studied. The higher dilutions (1% and 5%) correspond to the concentrations of particles in the bubbles
of gas flowing through the bed whereas the smaller dilution corresponds to the emulsion. The particle diameter
d p ¼ 70 lm corresponds approximately to the mean particle diameter of FCC particle size distribution. Eventually, the characteristic size L corresponding to the size of
the edge of the pattern of the network can be deduced
(Tab. 1), depending on the particle volume fraction.
Table 1 also reports the total volume of the domain
(including particles) and the volume of the gas. The
order-of-magnitude of the smallest cells is about 1 lm.

0.20
T = 300 k ; P = 1 bar
T = 1 000 k ; P = 2 bar
0.15
Uslip (m/s)

In order to understand accurately what happens localy
in the flow during gas-solid reaction, direct numerical
simulations are performed at the scale of a cloud of particles. The direct numerical simulation of a reactive gas
flow going through fixed particle arrays deals with
Euler/Lagrange type simulations (Euler for the gas
phase and Lagrange for the particle). The particles are
described by their real geometry (this study only takes
into account spherical particles) and the fluid flow is
exactly resolved around the particles. Direct numerical
simulation is used because the order-of-magnitude of
the size of the array is lower than the smallest scales of
the studied turbulent flow.
Therefore unsteady Navier-Stokes equations are
solved with an explicit and compressible CFD code.
Computations are performed using Lax-Wendroff
numerical scheme which is of second order of both time
and space. The numerical simulation ends when every
statistical values of the conservative variables converge
in time (then the reference values for the mean gas mass
flux is reached).

0.10

0.05

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

αp

0.4

0.5

0.6

Figure 1
Values of the gas-particle relative velocity in a fluidized bed
for two operating conditions in term of the particle volume
fraction.

As the numerical scheme is stable for a CFL number
(1) equal to 0:5, the resulting time step is about
t ¼ 109 s:
CFL ¼

ct
x

ð1Þ

where c is the sound velocity for an ideal gas, depending
only on the gas temperature.
The next step consists in determining the yielding
velocity of the gas going through the cloud of particles.
To get an order-of-magnitude of this velocity, the
method used consists in considering an equilibrium state
of the homogeneous fluidization for each volume fraction taking into account three volume forces: the pressure gradient, the drag force and the gravity. Figure 1
shows the values of the relative mean velocity in term
of the particle volume fraction depending on the pressure
P and the temperature T .
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The resulting particulate Reynolds number (2) is
extremely small so that the flow can be consider as laminar:
Rep ¼

ag U r d p
mg

ð2Þ

where U r is the mean gas-particle relative velocity and mg
is the gas kinematic viscosity.
Figure 2 shows a global overview of the meshing elementary pattern for ap ¼ 0:05. Figure 3 shows different
slices of this grid. It contains 126 740 tetraedrons. The
design of the mesh requiers particular vigilance on the
number of cells meshing the surface of each particle in

order to take into account the heterogeneities of the local
mass transfer going through the gas-particle interface
due to the heterogeneous reaction. But the size of the
smallest cell must be large enough in order to obtain a
time step as long as possible because the convergence
of the reactive case needs a long physical time. A good
prediction of the mass transfer between the particle
and the gas leads to a good prediction of the species mass
fraction around the particle. That is why the thickness of
the first cell near the wall must be small enough. This is
the most restrictive criteria in the design of this mesh
because the Reynolds number is very small.
Table 2 gives the mesh properties for each considered
particle volume fraction. The characteristic mesh parameter is defined as the ratio between the particle perimeter
and the reference lengh of the smallest cell located at the
1=3
gas-particle interface (f ¼ pd p =V cell ). The retained mesh
parameter criteria in order to solve the reactive problem
varies in a range of 40 to 44 cells per particle perimeter
which leads to an accurate prediction of the reactive
gas flow.

TABLE 2

y

Tetraedric mesh properties
ap ð%Þ

Rep

Number of tetraedras per
pattern

f

1

9:53  102

88 342

40

5

7:93  102

84 493

40

Figure 2

30

2:60  102

40 356

44

Global overview of the tetraedric meshing of the cubic centered array of particles for ap ¼ 5%.

50

0:76  102

14 487

44

x
z

y

z
y
z

x

x
Figure 3
Slices of the tetraedric meshing of the cubic centered array of particles for ap ¼ 5% in the planes of normal vectors (0,0,1) and (0,1,1).
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1.2 Numerical Simulation Organization

45
20

The main strategy for the direct numerical simulations is
reminded hereafter. The numerical simulation must represent an air flow going through an infinite network of
particles in the x-direction. The particularity of this computation is that upstream from x ¼ 0, the combustion is
frozen (no coke deposition is considered for x < 0)
whereas downstream from this x-coordinate, particles
are loaded with 1% (mass fraction) of coke.
The upstream part (cold flow) is solved performing a
periodic numerical simulation in each direction setting
the gas mean mass flux in the x-direction.
Periodic computations can be performed implementing dynamic source terms [12] in the momentum equation projected on the x-direction (S 0;x ) and in the
energie equation (S 0;E ). They are evaluated with an iterative process, solution of Equations (3) and (4):

135.03

70 95

101.27
120

67.51
33.76

20
120

0.00
70

95

45

y
120

95

x

70

20

45

z

a)

210.17



dS 0x
¼ jS hqux ic  qref uxref
dt

ð3Þ



dS 0E
¼ jS hqux ic  qref uxref uxc
dt

ð4Þ

20 62.5

157.63
105.09
190
147.5

with:

52.54

105

R
hqux ic ¼

0.00
V gas qux dV

V gas

ð5Þ

20

y
x

where qref and uxref are the reference values of the density
and the velocity respectively. These reference values have
to be reached when the computation converges.
Figure 4 shows the gas axial velocity field resulting
from the periodic computation inside the cubic centered
network for two different particle volume fractions (5%
and 30%). A slice of the elementary pattern has been
performed in order to show the isolines of velocity
between the central sphere and the sphere located at
the corners. This velocity is here expressed as a percentage of the reference velocity: uy ¼ u=uref  100. As the
particulate Reynolds number is very small, an attached
flow is obtained. The gas flow fixes to the sphere after
the particle. The presence of lateral sphere induces a containment effect. That is why the gas velocity increases
between two spheres. This phenomena also delays the
critical value of the Reynolds number which allows the
gas to detach the particle. In the streamwise direction
(x-direction), the interaction with both upstream and
downstream particle leads to stagnation zones.
Then, the gas flow is reactive for x > 0. The coke
deposited on the particles reacts with the dioxygen following the reaction:

105

62.5

62.5

147.5
190
20

z

b)

Figure 4
Normalized velocity field for a) ap ¼ 0:05 and b) ap ¼ 0:30.

ð/ þ 1ÞC þ ð/ þ 0:5ÞO2 ! /CO2 þ CO

ð6Þ

Due to the non periocicity of the reactive computations, boundary conditions have to be set for the downstream part of the network. Thus, at the inlet of the
particle array (x = 0), the velocity field is deduced from
the periodic cold computation. Uniform species mass
fraction and temperature are set to constant values
(Fig. 5). At the outlet, a constant pressure is assumed.
The resolution of the periodic simulations allows to
perform the reactive cases. The velocity profile obtained
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/ ¼ A2 PnO22 exp ðB2 =T Þ

Periodicity
Velocity
temperature
Pressure
massfractions
Periodicity
Figure 5
Sketch of the configuration for the DNS.

during the periodic simulation is set as a constant and
non-reflecting boundary condition [13] at the inlet of
the domain for the reactive computations. The pressure
P ¼ 2 bar is imposed at the outlet of the network corresponding to the pressure of the gas in FCC regenerators.
The heterogeneous reactions are taken into account
using a dedicated boundary condition where the normal
mass flux at the gas-particle interface is computed using
the previous kinetics [14]. In order to obtain a stationary
solution of the problem, the carbon quantity transported
by the particle is assumed to remain constant and the
coke mass fraction is chosen equal to 1%.
In the gas phase, the carbon monoxide also reacts with
the dioxygen and leads to an undirect production of carbon dioxide:
CO þ 0:5O2 ! CO2

ð7Þ

These two reactions are supposed to reproduce accurately enough the real kinetic scheme. Particularly every
reactions involving water (H2 O) and dihygrogen (H2 ) in
the gas phase are neglected. They are assumed to be present in the reactor in a so small concentration to have a
negligible impact on the global burning rate.
The kinetic law of the heterogeneous reaction is provided by measurements on a fixed bed and is given by:
V C ¼ A1 PnO12 exp ðB1 =T Þ

ð8Þ

where A1 is a pre-exponential factor, PO2 the dioxygen
partial pressure, n1 the exponent law, B1 the activation
temperature and T the temperature. The resulting local
mass transfer can then be written:
m_ ¼

mC
VC
Sp

ð9Þ

where mC is the total catalyst coke content and S p its
total surface. The molar ratio / is also depending on
the dioxygen partial pressure:

ð10Þ

The retained values of each constant parameter are
given in Table 3.
Therefore, the heterogeneous reaction is only
described as a local mass flow going through the fixed
particle interface taking into account reaction occuring
inside the particle due to the particle porosity and
depending on both values of temperature and dioxygen
mass fraction at the particle interface.
The physical properties of the gas going through the
cloud of particles are provided by the operating conditions encountered in FCC regenerators. The air is
injected at the inlet at T ¼ 1 000 K and P ¼ 2 bar. All
other properties are reported in Table 4. It is also
assumed that the temperature at the surface of the particle is uniformly equal to T ¼ 1 000 K. The low variation
of temperature inside the reactor (50 K) leads to low
errors on the reaction rates and allows to make this
assumption. Therefore, the resolution of the energy
equation inside the particle is not performed. Some
properties are imposed as an inlet boundary condition
TABLE 3
Value of each kinetic constant parameter
j

nj

Aj

Bj (KÞ

1

0:7

7 560

18 000

2

0:08

27:5

2 500

TABLE 4
Properties of the gas injected in FCC regenerators
Gas mixture composition

Unit

Y N2 (+Sc)

0:77 (0:6707)

-

Y O2 (+Sc)

0:23 (0:7661)

-

Gas mixture properties
Pr

0:7072

-

W

28:84

g=mol

q

0:6937

kg=m3

m

6:1930  105

m2 =s

l

4:2962  105

kg=m=s

kf

6:9962  102

W=m=K

cp

1 151:6

J=kg=K

cv

863:4

J=kg=K

c

1:334

-
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TABLE 5
Mean gas-particle relative velocity in term of the particle volume
fraction for the 4 studied operating points

TABLE 6
Value of each species mass fraction at the outlet of the network in terms
of the particle volume fraction

ap (%)

1

5

30

50

ap

xout ð103 mÞ

Y O2 ;out

Y CO2 ;out

Y CO;out

uxref (102 m=s)

8:14

7:02

2:30

0:67

0.01

1.980

0.2254

0.0037

0.0024

0.05

1.158

0.2209

0.0075

0.0046

0.30

0.636

0.1171

0.0814

0.0693

0.50

0.540

0.0693

0.1715

0.1114

while the other ones are imposed in all the computational domain. Especially, species mass fractions values
are known only at the inlet. In the domain species are
going to change due to the reactions. However, the
dimensionless Prandt and Schmidt numbers are imposed
in all the domain.
Table 5 summarized the numerical values of the velocity obtained for each particle volume fraction.
Ideally, it is appropriate to study the reactive flow
along a large number of elementary patterns so that a
position x can exist inside the computational domain
where all the dioxygen has reacted. Basically, it depends
on the mean velocity of the gas. Indeed, the faster the
domain is supplied in dioxygen, the higher is the position
of dioxygen total consumption. Then, it depends on the
compactness of the network because the lower is the
compactness, the higher is the distance the gas needs to
cover in order to meet the same coke quantity. Eventually, the lower the compactness, the higher is the gasparticle relative velocity.
Because of these two additional effects it should be
appropriate to perform numerical simulations through
very higher distance for low compactnesses than for
dense cases. Here, in order to compare the numerical
simulations of each particle volume fraction, the same
number of particles is imposed in each case. This number
is arbitrary chosen to 12. It represents six elementary
patterns of the cubic centered network.
The stationnary solution of the reactive case for each
dilution is computed. The computation is performed
when a stationnary state is reached.
1.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 6 shows the species mass fraction field on a slice
of the cubic centered network (plane z = 0). Dioxygen
mass fraction is injected with a value Y O2 ¼ 0:23 at the
inlet of the network, corresponding to the maximum
value encountered in industrial FCC regenerators. The
computation provides informations on the consumption
rate of dioxygen in the most dilute case. In the spanwise
direction, concentration gradients are very low. Because
the temperature is not high, the combustion rate is not
significant compared to the convection effect. Moreover,
this computation shows that, even for very dilute particle
volume fraction, the isolines of species mass fractions

near the particles are not like in several studies undertaken before by Xu and Fu (1997) [15], Blake (2002)
[16] or Wichman and McMaster (2007) [17] concerning
a single reactive particle. Due to particle-particle interactions, the isolines of species mass fractions are significantly different.
Finally, downstrean from the spheres the dioxygen
mass fraction is lower than upstream because the interaction with the following particle decreases the convection effect. (Fig. 6 isoline Y O2 ¼ 0:2279). As the
dioxygen supplied by convection at this position is lower,
the reaction has a more significative effect.
At the outlet of the network (x ¼ 6Lap ), the dioxygen
mass fraction reaches a value about 0:2254.
Quantitatively, the production of carbon dioxide is
very low for ap ¼ 0:01. The maximum mass fraction
reaches 37:4  104 at the outlet of the network. In addition, carbon monoxide production is very low and even
lower (24:1  104 ) than the carbon dioxide production.
For this operating point, two reasons lead to the low
production of carbon in gas phase: the high dilution
and the high gas-particle relative velocity (also due to
the high dilution).
Moreover, we can also point out that the convective
boundary layers around all the particles lead to a species
boundary layer (isolines Y CO2 ¼ 0:1723  102 ou
Y CO2 ¼ 0:1149  102 for instance).
In the emulsion, the solid mass fraction is about
50%. This case is interesting because the main part
of the dense fluidized bed is occupied by this phase.
Such a compacity leads to a relative gas-particle mean
velocity equal to 0:67  102 m=s. Figure 7 shows the
species mass fraction fields resulting from the computation. The dioxygen almost disappears at the position
x ¼ 540  106 m. This simulation highlights the reaction thickness between the bubbles and the emulsion
phases. Carbon species are here released in high quantities because all the dioxygen is converted. The carbon
dioxide reaches the value of Y CO2 ¼ 17  102 at the
outlet of the domain and the carbon dioxide reaches
the value of Y CO ¼ 11  102 . The mass production
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Figure 6
a) Dioxygen (Y O2 ), b) carbon dioxide (Y CO2  102 ) and c) carbon monoxide (Y CO  102 ), mass fraction field for ap = 1%.

cannot be neglected in this configuration because it has
an impact on the velocity field around the particles.
Finally, the direct numerical simulations of the reactive flow show that there is a high correlation between
the particle volume fraction and the value of dioxygen
mass fraction (Tab. 6). However, the reaction rate at

the surface of the particle is not significant and no impact
of the resulting surface mass flux on the velocity field
appears. Direct numerical simulations also highlight
that, in such a reactive gas-particle fluidized bed, the
reaction mainly occurs at the interface between the emulsion and the bubbles of gas flowing through the bed.
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Figure 7
a) Dioxygen (Y O2 ), b) carbon dioxide (Y CO2 ) and c) carbon monoxide (Y CO ) mass fraction field for ap = 50%.

The upscaling from the particle to a cloud of particles has been addressed partially. However, the parametric study using direct numerical simulation has to
continue. Especially, the impact of both gas and particle temperatures as well as coke mass quantity deposited on the particle must be highlighted. The
complete study of the local particle combustion is

necessary in order to find accurate correlations for
the gas-solid mass transfer for FCC regenerators
multifluid computations.
The next part of the paper will focus on the upscaling
from the cloud of particles to the filtering size in Euler/
Euler computations, based on low-scale reactor numerical simulations.
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FCC particles distribution.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
A first order validation of a macroscopic numerical simulation usually requires the knowledge of experimental
measurements on the macroscopic characteristics of
the flow. For gas particle dense fluidized beds, the mean
height of the bed is the first criteria for the validation of
the numerical simulation. If one wants to take into
account the chemical reactions occuring in the bed, the
knowledge of the evolution of species concentrations at
the outlet of the reactor can be precious. Experiments
were performed at IFP Energies nouvelles on the lowscale reactor shown by Figure 8. The particle size distribution is given by Figure 9. The coke deposition at the
surface of the particle reaches Y C ¼ 0:871%. Y C is the
mass ratio between coke and FCC particles. In all this
study, the density of the solid phase is supposed to be
equal to qp ¼ 1 400 kg=m3 even if one knows that the
coke deposition usually increases FCC particles density
due to the deposition in the micropores. Measurements
are undertaken in two steps. The first one consists in
injecting nitrogen (N2 ) as a fluidization gas. When the
fluidization is established, air is incorporated to the
nitrogen. Then, a depleted oxygen air Y O2 ¼ 9:2% is
obtained and reacts slowly with the coke following reaction (6). The resulting fluidization velocity reaches

6

CO2
O2
CO

3

0
0

5 000

10 000

15 000

Time (s)
Figure 10
Experimental measurements of species mass fractions at
the inlet of the pilot with respect to the physical time t.

V f ¼ 0:041 m=s. The gas pressure Pg is equal to 1:76 bar
and the temperature is regulated to about 945 K. The
experiments are batch for the particle. Therefore the
coming study is totally transient.
Figure 10 shows the species mass fractions evolution
measured at the outlet of the pilot.

3 0D MODELING OF THE REACTIVE FLUIDIZED BED
A simplified sketch of the reactor is given by Figure 11.
The fluidized bed is supposed to be a perfectly mixed
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/k ¼ mk W k
Outlet

S

W CO2
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Cg
þ /W CO  ð1 þ /=2ÞW O2

ð14Þ

Then, the mass fraction of N2 is found using the definition Y N2 ¼ 1  Y O2  Y CO  Y CO2 .
Lastly, the catalyst coke content is given by
Y C ¼ mc =mp and its evolution follows the balance
equation:

h

dY C Cg Sh
¼
mp
dt

Inlet

Figure 11
Sketch of the fluidized bed.

reactor in the range z 2 ½0; h. Hence, the mass balance in
the domain leads to:
dqg
qinj V f
q Ug
Cg
  g

¼
þ
dt
h
1  ap h
1  ap

ð11Þ

where qg and U g are respectively the gas density and
velocity, ap the particle volume fraction and Cg the
gas-solid mass transfer. V f is the fluidization velocity
and qinj the injected gas density.
The unsteady momentum balance equation is not
solved here but an equilibrium state is assumed leading
to the balance Equation (12):
Ug ¼

qinj
qg

Vf

ð12Þ

The mass fraction balance equation of the species k
(k ¼ O2 , CO, CO2 ), Y k , is given by:
qinj V f Y inj
k

12

dqg Y k
q U gY k
/
  g
¼
þ k 
dt
h
1  ap h
1  ap

h = 0.588 m
h = 0.737 m
h = 0.800 m
h = 0.900 m
h = 1.000 m
h = 1.200 m
Exp. (h = 0.737 m)

10
8
2

!0:5

where mp is the total mass of solid in the bed.
Practically, the total mass of the particles and the bed
height of the homogeneous reactor are imposed and the
temporal evolution of all mass fractions is computed.
The 0D modeling of such a reactor gives several informations. Does the prediction of the high of the bed have
an effect on the species mass fractions evolution? Is it
possible to have a good prediction of these evolutions
knowing the height of the bed?
Figure 12 shows the temporal evolution of the dioxygen mass fraction in the dense bed provided by a 0D
modeling and by measurements at the outlet of the reactor. The critical time t c;o denotes the physical time of
dioxygen appearance at the outlet. The measuremants
show that t c;o ¼ 4 750 s is approximately the good value.
0D computation of a similar reactive fluidized bed with
the same assumed bed height leads to a value
t c;b ¼ 3 870 s corresponding to the physical time of
appearance of dioxygen inside the bed. Using the value

Yo (%)

0

ð15Þ

6
4
2
0

0

2 500

5 000

7 500

Time (s)

ð13Þ

where /k is the source term of species k due to gas-solid
and homogeneous combustions:

Figure 12
Comparison between dioxygen mass fraction evolutions
provided by the 0D modeling for different values of h
and experimentally.
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of U g found with the 0D computation, the time the gas
needs to reach the upper part of the reactor is not significant. It means that the 0D modeling predicts the dioxygen appearance in the bed before it is obtained
experimentally. The critical coke mass fraction on the
particles is reached faster using the modeling. The reason
is that the global reaction rate in the fluidized bed must
be overestimated. The particle volume fraction affects
also the characteristic time t c;b . The higher the fluidized
bed is, the less is the particle volume fraction and the
longer is the characteristic time. The particle concentration effect increases the reaction rate significatively.
Then one can suppose that the physical fluctuations of
the particle volume fraction in a dense fluidized bed
due to the gas cavities going throw the bed (which are
not taken into account with the 0D modeling) affect
the global reaction rate. This shows the limitation of
the 0D modeling in order to predict the evolution of
the species mass fractions in the bed and anticipate the
residence time of the particle in such a reactor to totally
delete the coke.
Figure 13 shows the evolutions of carbon dioxide
obtained with the 0D modeling and experimentally. This
figure also shows that the variations in carbon dioxide
mass fraction are different numerically (with a bed
height imposed to h ¼ 0:737 m) and experimentally (even
if the same behaviours of the curves are observed).
During the simulation, this mass fraction takes quasiinstantaneously the value 6.6% at t ¼ 0 and then
increases following an exponentiel law in order to reach
a maximum value of about 10% at t ¼ 3 500 s. Then, it
decreases at 0.1% in about 300 seconds. One can then

h = 0.588 m
h = 0.737 m
h = 0.800 m
h = 0.900 m
h = 1.000 m
h = 1.200 m

h = 0.588 m
h = 0.737 m
h = 0.800 m
h = 0.900 m
h = 1.000 m
h = 1.200 m

0.008
0.006

Exp. (h = 0.737 m)

5

Yc (%)

2

Yco (%)

10

suppose that all the coke has burnt at the physical time
t b 2 ½3 500; 3 850. Figure 14 comes to validate this theory. It shows the catalyst coke content evolution during
the recovering process.
Only the numerical data are available for this parameter because of the difficulties to obtain it experimentally. This graph shows that the mass fraction becomes
actually lower than (1  104 % for t ¼ 3 800 s) for the
same bed height h ¼ 0:737 m.
Experimentally, the production of carbon dioxide at
the beginning of the air injection occurs slower than
one can observe numerically. The carbon dioxide mass
fraction increases linearly from 0 to about 8% in
400 seconds. Then one observes an inflexion point and
an other linear evolution with a weaker slope. The carbon dioxide reaches the maximum value of about
10:7% at t ¼ 4 200 s. Finally, when all the coke has
reacted, the carbon dioxide mass fraction decreases progressively. During the decreasing phase the slope of the
curve is flatter experimentally than numerically. Moreover, it does not decrease immediately to Y CO2 ¼ 0.
When the value reaches 1:7%, a second inflexion point
is observed and the slope becomes very small so that
Y CO2 still is equal to 0:6% at t ¼ 7 500 s.
This second inflexion point is not reproduced numerically. It can be due to the limitation of the kinetic law,
considering that the coke stored in the pores of the particles reacts following the same law as the coke deposited
at the surface. Actually, the production of carbon dioxide after t ¼ 5 000 s might be due to the gazification of
the coke from the pores. Figure 15 shows also the evolution of the total carbon monoxide.
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Figure 14

Comparison between carbon dioxide mass fraction evolutions provided by the 0D modeling for different values of
h and experimentally.

Comparison between catalyst coke content evolutions provided by the 0D modeling for different values of h.
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As the mass transfer occurs from the solid to the gas,
we will focus on the positive term Cg for the modeling.
For the single solid phase p, the diameter is suppposed
to be constant and equal to the mean diameter of the size
distribution. The reaction law occuring at the particle
surface is very slow and takes also into account the coke
presence inside the micropores of the particle. The diameter of the particle is not modified by the heterogeneous
reaction. It should be more appropriate to compute the
density variation of the particle phase during the coke
combustion. In a first approximation, a constant particle
density qp is assumed.
4.2 Momentum Balance Equation

Figure 15

The Eulerian formulation of the solid phase allows to
write both particle and gas momentum equation in a
generic way. Assuming that the gravity gi is the only
external contribution of the volume forces involved in
this configuration, it can be written as follow:

Comparison between carbon monoxide mass fraction evolutions provided by the 0D modeling for different values of
h and experimentally.

In order to improve the numerical prediction of the
low scale reactor combustion and to account for the
gas bubbles formations through the emulsion phase,
the last approach deals with 3D numerical simulations
using an Euler/Euler approach.

4 3D MODELING OF REACTIVE PARTICULATE FLOWS
4.1 Mass Balance Equation
A summary of the Eulerian description of a multiphase
flow has been addressed by Enwald et al. (1996) [18].
In 2009, Konan et al. [10] describe additional terms
and equations in order to take into account a reactive
flow. This paper deals with a monosolid fluidized bed.
Only two phases are considered. If k takes the value p
for the solid phase or g for the gas phase, the mass balance equation is given by:
oðak qk Þ oak qk U k;i
þ
¼ Ck
ot
oxi

ð16Þ

where ak and qk denote the volume fraction and the density of the phase k, respectively. U k;i is the ith component
of the mean velocity of the phase k. Ck represents the
mean mass transfer of the phase k with all other phases
and satisfies:
X
k

Ck ¼ 0

ð17Þ



ak qk o U k;i þ ak qk U k;j o U k;i ¼ o rk;ij
ot
oxj
oxj
oPg
þ ak qk gi  ak
oxi


þ U r;i  U k;i Ck þ I k;i

ð18Þ

The kinetic stress tensor Rk;ij is usually modeled using
a Boussinesq approximation. It is the summation of the
Reynolds tensor and the molecular collisons for the gas
phase or the particle collision for the solid. Pg is the
mean gas pressure. The mean particle interface velocity
~ r due to the gas mass production during the reaction
U
is usually assumed equal to the mean solid velocity
because:
– of the sphericity of the particle;
– the partial pressure of reactives around the particle is
assumed to be homogeneous.
We are going to show below that this second assumption
is not really true in most of cases (particularly for dilute
particles).
Eventually, the gas-solid momentum transfer I k;i
occurs through the drag law:


I k;i
U r;i
ð19Þ
¼ F
ak qk
sgp
where sgp is the particle relaxation time defined bellow:
1
3 qg U r
¼
CD
sFgp 4 qp d p

ð20Þ

According to Gobin et al. [7], C D is evaluated by coupling Wen and Yu and Ergun’s laws:
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C D ¼ Min C d;WY ; C d;ER
with:
C D;WY

ð21Þ

h
i
8
< 24 1 þ 0:15Re0:687
; Rep < 1 000
a1:7
p
g
¼ Rep
:
0:44a1:7
; Rep > 1 000
g
ð22Þ

and
C D;ER ¼ 200

ap
ag U r d p
7
þ with Rep ¼
Rep 3
mg



U r;i ¼ U p;i  U g;i  V d;i

ð23Þ
ð24Þ

where V d;i denotes the drift velocity due to the turbulence transport of the solid phase by the fluid turbulence.
Its modeling was suggested by Deutsch and Simonin
(1991) [19] and takes the following expression:

1 oap 1 oag
t
V d;i ¼ Dgp

ð25Þ
ap oxi ag oxi
where Dtgp is the fluid-particle dispersion coefficient, proportional to the fluid-particle fluctuating velocities
covariance qgp and the characteristic time of the fluid turbulence seen by the particle stgp and is defined by:
1
Dtgp ¼ qgp stgp
3

ð26Þ

with:
stgp

stg 
0:5
¼
1 þ C b n2r
ra

ð27Þ

where ra is taken equal to the Schimdt or the Prandtl
number of the gas phase and C b is the coefficient of
crossing trajectories equal to 1:8. nr is the ratio between
the mean component of the gaz-particle relative velocity
and its fluctuating component:
Ur
nr ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2k
3

ð28Þ

The fluid-particle fluctuating velocities covariance is
the solution of the differential equation (Simonin et al.,
1993 [20]):
!
oqgp
oqgp
mtgp oqgp
o
ap qp
þ ap qp U p;j
¼
ap qp
rq oxj
oxj
ot
oxj
ap qp Rgp;ij

oU 2;i

 Rgp;ji

oU 2;j

oxj
oxi
 ap qp egp þ Pqgp

ð29Þ

The dissipation and the productin rates are given
respectively by Equations (30) and (31):
qgp
egp ¼ t
ð30Þ
sgp
"
!
#
ap qp
ap q p
ap qp 2
Pqgp ¼  F
1þ
q
q  2k  2
ð31Þ
sgp
ag qg gp
ag qg p
Finally, since gr ¼ stgp =sFgp Février and Simonin [21]
write Rgp;ij as:
mtgp
oU g;i oU p;j
Rgp;ij ¼ 
þ
1 þ gr oxj
oxi

t
mgp
oU f ;m oU p;m
1
ð32Þ
þ
þ dij qgp þ
3
1 þ gr oxm
oxm
gr
2
þ
Rf ;ij  kdij
3
1 þ gr
mtgp ¼ Dtgp

ð33Þ

4.3 Modeling of the Particle Kinetic Stress Tensor
A closure modeling of additionnal terms in the momentum equation for the solid phase is needed due to the
contributions of fluctuating velocities and collisional
effects. The sum of the Reynolds stress tensor and the
collisional terms in dense flows is modeled by the following approach (describing a Boussinesq approximation):
Rp;ij ¼
lp

P p  kp

oU p;m
dij
oxm

oU p;i oU p;j 2 oU p;m
þ

dij
3 oxm
oxj
oxi

kp denotes the bulk viscosity:
4
kp ¼ a2p qp d p g0 ð1 þ eÞ
3

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2q2p
3p

ð34Þ

ð35Þ

lp takes into account the stress viscosity and its formulation is the summation of the turbulent
and the collisional

viscosities lp ¼ ap qp mtp þ mcp . According to Simonin
(1995) [22], the turbulent viscosity of the particulate
phase is written:


1 t
1
sgp qgp þ sFgp q2p 1 þ ap g0 /c
3
ð36Þ
mtp ¼ 3
sFgp rc
1þ
2 scp
This turbulent contribution is also involved in the
computation of the collisional viscosity:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1
0
2q2p
4
A
ð37Þ
mcp ¼ ap g0 ð1 þ ec Þ@mtp þ d p
5
3p
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Eventually, the particle kinetic agitation balance
allows to close the problem:
ap qp

oq2p
ot

oqp
o
a q Kt
þ Pqp
pt oxi
oxi p p p oxi
oU pi
00
00
 ap qp ep  ap qp hup;i up;j i
ð38Þ
oxj
h
i
00
00
þ Rr;qp  hup;i up;i i Cp

þ ap qp U p;i

oq2p

2

¼

The diffusion term needs a model for the total diffusivity
coefficient of the dispersed phase agitation K tp . It is provided by the summation of a kinetic part K kin
p and a collisional part K coll
:
p
coll
K tp ¼ K kin
p þ Kp

with:

K kin
p


5 s F 2 q2  1 þ a g /  þ 2 C s s t 1 q
p
c
0
p
gp
9
3
3 C l gp 3 gp
¼
sFgp
n
1þ5
c
9 scp

K coll
p

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ3
2
2q2p
6
10
5
dp
¼ ap g0 ð1 þ ec Þ4K kin
p þ
5
9
3p

ð39Þ

ð40Þ

The production of agitation due to the gas-particle
mass transfer is usually assumed to be:
00

00

Rr;qp Cp ’ hup;i up;i iCp

ð41Þ

where the two collisional coefficients are written:
3
/c ¼ ð1 þ ec Þ2 ð2ec  1Þ
5
nc ¼

1
ð1 þ ec Þð49  33ec Þ
100

ð42Þ
ð43Þ
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when ep is the particle agitation dissipation due to the
collisions:


1 1  e2c 2 2
q
ð46Þ
ep ¼
2 scp 3 p
D 00 00 E
Rr;qp Cp ’ up;i up;i Cp

ð47Þ

4.4 Species Mass Balance Equation
The numerical simulation of a reactive flow requires one
additional equation for each species of the gas phase
such as the mass fraction balance equation:




o ag q g Y k
oag qg U g;i þ V k;i Y k
þ
ot
oxi
ð48Þ
t
m
g oY k
o
ag q g
¼
þ /k
rg ox
oxi
i
Therefore, assuming the gas to be ideal, its density
evolution is determined by:
qg
P
¼
W RT

ð49Þ

The mean molecular weight is deduced from:
X Yk
1
¼
W
Wk
k

ð50Þ

4.5 Filtered Mass Balance Equation
The analysis of the results of continuity equations for
Geldart A particles provided by different levels of grid
refinement permits to highlight the strong grid dependency. Therefore, the subgrid terms can be determined
using a filtered approach. Assuming that the solid volume fraction field obtained with a very fine mesh can
be written ap ðx; tÞ, then the filtered value of this solid volume fraction computed with a coarse grid is:
Z
~ap ð~x; t Þ ¼
Gð~x; xÞap ðx; tÞdx
ð51Þ
V

and the characteristic time of particle-particle collision
is:
"
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ#1
6ap g0 16 2 2
c
q
ð44Þ
sp ¼
p3 p
dp
Pqp represents the effect of the gas phase on the particle
agitation:
Pqp ¼ 

i
ap qp h 2
2qp  qgp
F
sgp

where Gð~x; xÞ is the weighted function of the filtered
value centered in ~x [23].
The filtered values of the density and gas velocity are
then given by:
Z
~ag ð~x; tÞ~
qg ð~x; tÞ ¼
Gð~x; xÞag ðx; tÞqg ðx; tÞdx
ð52Þ
V

~ g;i ð~x; tÞ ¼
~ag ð~x; tÞ~
qg ð~x; tÞ U
ð45Þ

Z
Gð~x; xÞag ðx; tÞqg ðx; tÞ
V

U g;i ðx; tÞdx

ð53Þ
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The resulting filtered gas mass balance equation is
then given by:
o
o
~g
~ g;i ¼ C
~
~
~g þ
~g U
ag q
ag q
ot
oxi

ð54Þ

Eventually, the non-linearity of the term Cg leads to
additional terms, not only in the mass balance but in
every continuity equations. These terms need to be evaluated. Therefore, the next part of this paper deals with
the resolution of non-filtered continuity equations with
a coarse and a fine mesh.

a)

b)

Figure 16
Fluidization grid overview. The mesh criterion are chosen
H
equal to a) H
G ¼ 0:78 and b) G ¼ 1:41.

5 3D NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE REACTOR USING
A MULTI-FLUID CFD CODE
Numerical predictions of the low-scale reactor are
undertaken using multi-fluid CFD code NEPTUNE_CFDV1.08Tlse. NEPTUNE_CFD is a multiphase flow software developed within the framework
of the NEPTUNE project which is a french industrial
consortium, financially supported by CEA, EDF, IRSN
and AREVA NP. A mono-solid gas-particle flow is
assumed and for each phases, two different wall boundary conditions are used. Basically, for the gas phase we
used a classical friction law dedicated to disturbed flows
described with k  e model. For the solid, a no-slip
boundary condition appears to be appropriate [8].
5.1 Geometry and Meshing
The computational domain must be meshed so that the
numerical solution of the discretized equations
converges to the real solution at each iteration. It is often
found that the numerical simulation depends on the size
of the mesh. The non-dependency of the mesh is reached
for a very low characteristic size. That leads to a high
number of cells to mesh the domain and to a very small
time step. The high number of cells requires to perform
the computation with a lot of processors in order to
improve the real time of computation. The small time
step leads to a higher number of iterations. Computations are usually performed on a coarser mesh using subgrid scale modeling of physical phenomena in order to
improve the CPU time.
The two O-Grid meshes used in order to performed
this computations are shown in Figure 16.
5.2 Numerical Simulation Organization
The first step of the computation consists in fluidizing
the fixed initial bed of particles with an inert gas.

Initiation of the computational domain is performed
inserting homogeneously a particle total mass of
mp ¼ 16:5 kg along an arbitrary height of the reactor.
We assume that the heterogeneous reaction does not
change the particle mass and diameter. That is why only
two phases are considered for the computation with only
one solid phase of constant diameter d p ¼ 70 lm. This
assumption is quite valid because the mass fraction of
coke deposited on a particle is usally between 103 and
1%. Both gas and solid velocities are initialized to 0 in
all the domain and the gas phase is only composed with
nitrogen, so that no reaction occurs at t ¼ 0. This
homogeneous and arbitrary initiation does not match
with any physical behaviour. A physical solution of the
non reactive problem must be generated before starting
to study the reactive case. The first step of the numerical
simulation consists in fluidizing the bed with an inert gas
(N2 ). Then, the bed reaches a so-called statistically stationnary state when the time averaged values of each
variable does not change in each point of the domain.
Especially, the mean velocity components and mean volume fraction of each phase remain constant in time.
Finally, the bed is considered as a perfectly-mixed reactor. Thus, a physical initial solution for the reactive computation is used. For each mesh, during the five first
seconds, the unsteady flow is computed in order to
obtain a perfectly-mixed reactor, then, during the following 20 seconds, time average values are computed.
For Geldart A particles, the height of the fluidized bed
is usually not well predicted numerically except if a very
fine mesh is used. But when a very fine mesh is used, the
time step collapses and only allows to compute few
physical seconds. Numerical simulations undertaken
here are reactive and unsteady. Experimentally, using
the law scale reactor, the total combustion of the coke
deposited on the solid phase takes a couple of hours.
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The K ij values are constant. They are supposed to be
equal to 0 if i 6¼ j. Thus, only the values of K xx and K yy
must be determined. The function g is determined by
Parmentier [3] resolving the same flow (of FCC particles)
and performing a mesh dependency study. He obtained
that g can be approach by:

    
g H ; ap ; f H h ap

ð56Þ

It is defined as a product of a function of the mesh
parameter H and a function of the mean particle volume fraction ap .
Moreover if u ¼ ap =am , where am ¼ 0:64 is the maximum geometric particle volume fraction for a random
compactness of a monodispersed particulate flow, h is
defined as:


pﬃﬃﬃ
hðuam Þ ¼  uð1  uÞ2 1  1:88u þ 5:16u2

ð57Þ

Eventually, f can be written as:

f H ¼

H 2
a2 þ  H 2

ð58Þ

where a ¼ 6:13  102 and H is given by:
=s0p
H ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gL

1.00
Coarse mesh
Fine mesh

0.75
z (m)

Therefore, it is not possible to use a non dependent
mesh in order to follow the temporal evolution of species
mass fraction in such a reactive fluidized bed. That is
why a subgrid model for the drift velocity proposed by
Parmentier [3] is used in order to have a good prediction
of the drag law with such a mesh. Thus, performing
numerical simulations for 2 different meshes, the height
of the bed should remain the same and the impact of the
mesh size on the prediction of the global reaction rate
can be observed.
The subgrid model of the drag law consists in modifying the gas-particle relative velocity using a drift velocity
V~ d;i .
Then the apparent relative velocity is the sum of the
~ r;j and this drift velocity. This
resolved relative velocity W
leads to:


~ r;j
V~ d;i ¼ g H ; ap K ij W
ð55Þ
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Figure 17
Mean pressure profile in the fluidized bed for two different
levels of grid refinement.

In each computation, the subgrid drift velocity is used
in order to take into account the small structures. The
pressure profils represent two straight lines separated
by a break up of the slope around P  Pref ¼ 0 at the
hight h ¼ 0:760 m. The mean height of a dense fluidized
bed is typically characterized by this break up. Experimentally, this height is measured at h ¼ 0:737 m. Finally,
the subgrid modeling for the drag law permits to predict
the appropriate mean height of the fluidized bed with a
mistake only equal to ð0:760  0:737Þ=0:737 ¼ 3:12%.
At the same time, simulations are undertaken without
using the subgrid modeling on the same meshes. In this
configuration, the height of the bed is overpredicted
and the bed even reaches the divergent part of the reactor
(Fig. 18). Quantitatively, the instantaneous solid volume
fraction is very low compared to the subgrid model. We
can recall that in the emulsion phase the order-ofmagnitude of the particle volume fraction is about
0:50. Figure 15 highlights that the prediction of the volume fraction in the emulsion phase is well predicted
using the subgrid model. Without the model the particle
volume fraction is only about 0:30.
5.3 Results and Discussion

ð59Þ

where the characteristic size of the filtering  is assumed
to be dependent on the mesh size 2 ¼ 22x .
Thus Figure 17 shows the mean pressure profil in the
reactor for the two different grids.

Figure 19 shows a comparison between the temporal
evolution of coke total mass in the reactor provided by
the 0D approach and the 3D numerical simulations
given by:
Z
MC ¼

ap qp Y C dV
V

ð60Þ
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Instantaneous volume fraction fields for the solid phase
after 5 seconds without subgrid-scale model a) and with
subgrid-scale model b) for the drag force using the finer
mesh (Fig. 16).
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Figure 19
Evolution of coke total mass.

For each case, it follows a linear evolution and the
total coke consumption occurs for t ¼ 4 100 s.
In the 3D numerical simulation, the volume mean
value of the species mass fraction k is given by:
R V bed

ag qg Y k dV
Y k ¼ 0R V bed
ag qg dV
0

ð61Þ

where V bed is the mean volume of the bed taking into
account the mean heigh of the bed hbed found to be the
height where the pressure gradient changes.

Figure 20 shows the evolution of the carbon dioxide
mass fraction in the bed. The results of the 3D numerical
simulation are different from the 0D prediction. In the
first step (when the dioxygen injection starts), the evolutions are similar. However the break up of the slope does
not match. It happens between 1 and 2 minutes when
enough carbon gas has been produced and totally filled
the reactor. The 0D prediction of the critical value of
carbon dioxide is about Y CO2;S ’ 6:6% whereas the 3D
numerical prediction is about Y CO2;S ’ 8%. When this
value is reached, the carbon dioxide mass fraction continues to increase weakly exponentially. After this second part of the flow, the maximum value of carbon
dioxide is reached. The 0D modeling predicts a maximum value Y CO2;max about Y CO2;max ’ 10% when the 3D
numerical prediction gives Y CO2;max ’ 9%.
The last part of the reaction starts when the mean
value of the carbon dioxide collapses fastly. During this
third part, the coke quantity transported by the solid
becomes very scarce and does not always react with
the dioxygen injected through the bed. The dioxygen
starts to appear inside the bed. This phenomena occurs
earlier with the 0D numerical simulation than with the
3D approach. Again, this is due to the different probability for a particle to cross a bubble of dioxygen between
the 3D numerical simulation and the 0D approach. So
the delay in the 3D numerical simulation is due to the
fact that the coke solid combustion goes faster with the
0D approach.
Moreover, Figures 20, 21 and 22 show that the numerical simulations with both fine and coarse mesh lead to
the same species mass fraction evolutions in the bed.
The impact of small structures cannot be pointed out
using these two meshes. In order to go deeper in the
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Figure 21
Evolution of carbon monoxide mass fraction.
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filtering gas mass balance equation leads to a correlation
between these two parameters. In order to get an evaluation of this correlation, multi-fluid numerical simulations at the pilot scale have been performed for two
different meshes. However, we highlight that the impact
of the size of the grid is not significant. In order to point
out a mesh dependency, we should perform numerical
simulations with a very fine mesh but the computational
time would be very long. In addition, numerical simulations of an industrial case should be better to highlight
the heterogneneities in the bed because at the lab scale,
the reactor is not wide enough to see bubbles of dioxygen
going up through the bed, so that the heterogeneous
reaction only occurs at the bottom of the bed. This
effects does not allow to identify any mesh dependency.
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study, very accurate computations have to be performed
with an extremely fine mesh.
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